Effect of exposure duration, contrast and base blur on coding and discrimination of edges.
We extend a neural network model, developed to examine neural correlates for the dynamic synthesis of edges from luminance gradients (Oğmen, 1993), to account for the effects of exposure duration, base blur and contrast on the perceived sharpness of edges. This model of REtino-COrtical Dynamics (RECOD) predicts that (i) a decrease in exposure duration causes an increase in the perceived blur and the blur discrimination threshold for edges, (ii) this increase in perceived blur is more pronounced for sharper edges than for blurred edges, (iii) perceived blur is independent of contrast while the blur discrimination threshold decreases with contrast, (iv) perceived blur increases with increasing base blur while the blur discrimination threshold has a nonmonotonic U-shaped dependence on base blur, (v) the perceived location of an edge shifts progressively towards the low-luminance side of the edge with increasing contrast, and (vi) perceived contrast of suprathreshold stimuli is essentially independent of spatial frequency over a wide range of contrast values. These predictions are shown to be in quantitative agreement with existing psychophysical data from the literature and with data collected on three observers to quantify the effect of exposure duration on perceived blur.